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ABSTRACT

The implementation of the results of the previous training is a form of real effort from one form of investment in human capital
(human capital investment) that cannot be denied in its essence in the context of economic development. This social work (PPM)
is intended to find out the real picture of Lesson Study (LS) implementation in the classroom as a follow-up of the previous LS
training, knowing the teaching and learning process to be better by applying mastered learning strategies, and knowing the
performance of the teachers optimizing the collaboration in LS activities to be carried out. The activity carried out was the
implementation of lesson study at school.
The objectives of this activity were 42 teachers from the MTs Bantul’s MGMP as many as 42 teachers from social studies
subjects. Targets are chosen with the consideration of the teacher can improve collaboration and the quality of learning in
teaching and learning activities. The method used is by assisting and providing input in the implementation of the LS stage plan
carried out by the teachers as well as assisting and providing input in the implementation of the LS in the Do and See stages in
the IPS MGMP teacher schools in MTs Bantul.
The work activitiess were held on 28 April and 8 May 2018. The LS implementation was attended by 23 participants, teachers
and teachers of the Bantul MTs MGMP. Dedication was carried out in two assistances in the field, namely in the Plan and Do
stages carried out by Bambang Suprayitno, M.Sc., Ahmad Chafid A., M.Pd., Supriyanto, MM, and Tejo Nurseto, M.Pd. The
general implementation of the PPM has gone well by seeing the participants coming, participation, and indications of satisfaction
given in the response in the form of filling out the satisfaction questionnaire for the implementation of the PPM. For better future
activities, more coordination is needed both time and personnel needed as a companion. More than that the participants want
this activity to be maintained so that it can improve the quality of learning.
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